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1What’s today all about?

Harrow Council is looking at regenerating the Vaughan Road Car Park in 
West Harrow. They have asked the design team - led by Adam Khan 
Architects - to work in conversation with the local community to develop 
design proposals that offer:

• 25 - 35 well-designed homes for council and private rented sector 
(PRS)

• Generous private outdoor space (gardens or balconies) for all homes
• Secure bike parking for all homes
• Car parking spaces for disabled residents
PLUS
• Ground floor spaces and connected outside space for community uses, 

local start-up businesses or workshops

In addition, the design must:
• Be of high-quality architecture
• Create an inviting frontage to Vaughan Road
• Improve the area around the entrance to the underpass and the stairs 

to the fly-over, making it safer and more pleasant for pedestrians and 
cyclists

• Explore how improvements might be made to the wider public realm, 
including the underpass, as an extension to the project

• Shelter Vaughan Road from the noisy fly-over and much denser central 
Harrow 

• Encourage a sense of community, and of integration of the new 
development within the wider community.

What happens next?
The time line below sets out key dates in the process. We are now in the middle of the design process. 
In the next events, we will invite you to discuss concept designs, and then final designs in late Autumn.
In Spring 2017 we intend to apply for planning permission. Our proposal will be assessed by the planners and its impact and qualities will be tested 
carefully. The planning committee will then decide whether to grant or refuse permission.

• Please do leave us your contact details so that we 
can write to you directly about forthcoming events 
and activities.

• Please DO complete a feedback form. This will help 
ensure that we can really learn from your views, 
taking them into proper consideration as we 
develop designs.

• Questions about the project? Contact us at:
   regeneration@harrow.gov.uk 
• Or have a look at: www.vaughanroad.wordpress.com

What are we showing and asking you today?
Having previously discussed overall aspirations and visions for the site and 
for ground floor with you, and the principles of site layout, today we are 
showing you our first concept designs:

• How we are responding to your questions and concerns
• How we are updating and developing plans for the ground floor
• Initial concept design proposals for the site, including plan layouts and 

early three dimensional studies, developed over the recent weeks
• Our studies on how the character of the new buildings could reflect the 

unique identity of West Harrow

Adams & Sutherland 

Who we are
Adam Khan Architects

The design team is led by Adam Khan 
Architects, with Adams & Sutherland designing 
the landscape and public realm. Strategist 
Daisy Froud is managing the community 
engagement. 

We share an interest in designs inspired by 
the existing qualities and character of a site 
and its surroundings, and in creating places 
that really work for, and bring pleasure to, 
those who live in and around them.

Here are some examples of our previous work.

Daisy Froud

Spring
2017

Planning application
for new buildings

submitted

Winter
2016

Community design
review

Spring
2017

Exhibition of
design proposal

Sept 21st
2016

Community meeting:
Transport & 

Parking

Spring
2016

First letters and
meetings with 
stakeholders 

Sept 10th
2016

2016 2017

Design drop-in:
Character and further 

opportunities

July 28th
2016

Community workshop: 
Opportunities on

ground floor

July 16th
2016

Opening event 2:
Design drop-in

July 12th
2016

Opening event 1:
Public meeting 

Why is Harrow Council looking at re-developing this site?
The Council is facing the biggest financial squeeze ever suffered by local 
government - £83 million of government cuts - and the services it provides 
to residents are under threat. Like Councils all over the UK they are cutting 
back almost all their services. In that economic climate, in order to continue 
to provide services, and to avoid going bankrupt, it is the Council’s duty to 
make the best financial use of all their assets. That includes car parks. 
Redeveloping the car park site will allow the Council to make money through 
the renting our of the new homes, as well as providing much needed 
housing.

How do they intend to redevelop it?
Rather than selling out the car park to a private developer, the Council is 
retaining ownership of this site, and of any properties subsequently built on 
it, and taking forward the development itself. This allows it to control the 
quality of the architecture and the construction, and to spend time 
discussing with the local community what kind of architecture would be 
appropriate for the area, and what kind of facility or business would be right 
for this road. Vaughan Road Car Park is one of a number of Council-owned 
sites across the borough being developed in this way through the Building a 
Better Harrow programme. By taking this approach, the Council can 
safeguard the retention of a long-term financial asset, bringing in income 
over time.
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and regeneration in Harrow

What is the bigger picture 
behind this development?

Why and how are we exploring
re-developing Vaughan Road car park?

The underused Vaughan Road car park, close to Harrow 
town centre, has been identified as a potential project 
within the ’build to let’ initiative for the delivery of a 
number of new Council-owned private rented homes 
and complementary uses. 
Concerns over the impact of the proposed development 
upon parking for local residents and facilities have been 
particularly voiced so far. The Council has therefore 
prepared some answers to the most common questions:

1. Why is the Council considering developing this car 
park? 
The Council would love to leave Harrow’s car parks as 
they are. Unfortunately, we are facing the biggest 
financial squeeze ever suffered by local government, and 
all of our services are under threat. Just like Councils all 
over London we are cutting back almost all our services. 
Many are being reduced to the minimum allowed by law, 
because that is all that we can afford. Those services 
include everything from street cleaning to the buses 
taking special-needs children to school; from mental 
health provision to care services for vulnerable older 
adults. To continue to offer any services at all – and to 
avoid going bankrupt – we must make the best possible 
financial use of all our assets. That includes car parks. 

2. Are you going to build on this car park to make 
money? 
Yes. The Council does not have a legal responsibility to 
provide car parking. It does have a responsibility to do 
many other things – including take care of the most 
vulnerable in society, educate all our children, collect 
household waste, light the roads at night and house the 
homeless. And we have the legal responsibility to find 
the money to do that. 

3. Are you going to sell the Car Park to a developer? 
No. That is not the intention. Harrow Council would like 
to discuss with you what development here would be 
appropriate for the area; find out what facility or 
business would be right for this road; work with an 
architect to create a sensitive and well-designed plan; 
and work with constructors to build it right.
 
4. What do we get in return? 
We want to ensure that any work we do benefits 
residents of Vaughan Road. That doesn’t just mean 
making sure that the development includes an element 
that you can use and will help build the local community. 
We would also like to invest in your area by finding 
problems that need fixing or extra work we can do to 
improve the public realm, or the parking situation. 
Finding out how the Council can help you will enable us 
to exchange this car park for another local benefit. 

5. There are so many new homes being built that have 
nowhere to park – what are you doing about this? 
The Council agrees that new developments often do not 
have enough parking. National planning laws mean our 
planners are powerless to stop that. We want to work 
with you to make sure any new development doesn’t 
add to parking stress. Vaughan Road Car Park is one of 
the least used in Harrow. There are occasions of high 
demand but most of the time it lies mostly empty. We 
have undertaken detailed studies showing alternative 
ways for demand to be managed, and are working with 
local businesses and groups to ensure the loss of the 
car park can be properly mitigated. We know it may be 
inconvenient for people to change their habits, but want 
to help any transition happen smoothly.
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The Harrow Regeneration Strategy 
(2015-26) is an ambitious blueprint 
designed to transform the borough 
by meeting three objectives around 
Place, People and Business, 
resulting in a wide array of 
improvements which will have 
significant benefits for residents, 
visitors, businesses and other 
stakeholders. It will bring thousands 
of new homes for market sale and 
market rent alongside building 
Council homes for the first time in 
30 years. The Heart of Harrow Area 
Action Plan and Opportunity Area 
includes a £1.75bn investment 
programme into Harrow and 
Wealdstone town centres which will 
deliver 5,500 new homes, two new 
schools, a new library, around 3,000 
new jobs and a new civic centre with 
enhanced public realm, new 
workspaces and ancillary facilities – 
all within the next decade. The Heart 
of Harrow is also one of the first 
Housing Zones – with £31M Mayor 
of London investment. On Harrow 
land, the Council is aiming to create 
more than 1800 new homes with a 
target of 40% affordable and 600 
‘Build to Rent’ Private Rented Sector 
homes.

At previous meetings, you have asked us to explain in more detail the Council’s rationale for developing Vaughan Road car park. You have also asked us 
what the council plans to do with the new development in the future, and how this development will be part of its neighbourhood.
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Site

Block noise from busy 
highway

The new building 
needs to shield itself 
from the noisy railway.  
A safety distance 
needs to be kept 
during construction.

Existing views from 
neighboring houses 
need to be respected

Continue line 
of existing back 
gardens; new, safe 
gardens for residents

Access by car to 
property on Vaughan 
Road has to be 
respected 

Access for 
maintenance of 
railway has to be 
respected 

Improve dark, 
dirty and unsafe 
underpass: Widen 
underpass, re-design 
adjacent public 
realm, increase 
passive surveillance 
and footfall

Respond carefully 
to different heights 
of fly-over,  Vaughan 
road and underpass

Hedge between the 
site and the slope 
to the underpass 
contains a lot of 
biodiversity: provide 
suitable replacement 
on site.

Move traffic island 
here for an easier and 
safer crossing into 
Vaughan Road

Site only accessible by car 
from Vaughan Road for pick-
up and cars parking on site

Shift the traffic island to the crossing 
with Bessborough Road to gain more 
on street parking within the same CPZ

This board shows factors that are shaping development on the site: useful things you have told us so far, as well as other information we have gathered 
or observations we have made of the site. As we develop design proposals for Vaughan Road, we need to work within the site’s constraints, and respond 
to its opportunities, helping integrate any new development successfully into the surrounding roads and spaces .
Please let us know of anything we should be aware of that is not yet mentioned here.

The car park with Harrow Town Centre in the 
background.

The crossing into Vaughan Road with the site to 
the right.

View from the pedestrian bridge onto the 
railway line with the site in the background.

View of the pedestrian footpath and cycling 
lane down to the underpass

View down Bessborough road towards the 
Morrisons.

View from the site onto the neighbour’s fence 
with the gate.

View from the fly-over towards West Harrow.

View from inside the underpass onto the fence 
and hedge in front of the site.

Continue line 
of existing front 
gardens; good 
passive surveillance 
of Vaughan Road 
and public realm to 
prevent Anti Social 
Behavior and make 
the street safer.

Widen stairs and 
make them less steep

Include no-man’s-
land between the 
fences and under the 
stairs to widen up the 
footpath
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and how it has evolved

1896

Key features that we are interested in: 
Ornate details, expressive roof-scapes, 
expressive window openings, mainly exposed 
brick.
Very diverse architecture grown over many 
centuries.

Key features that we are interested in:  
Expressive roof-scapes, proportions, expressed 
window openings, larger and more confident 
buildings. This is the period in which most 
buildings in Harrow were built.

Key features that we are interested in:  
Different attitudes towards how a building 
should fit into their surroundings, how local 
residents respond to them, and what we can 
learn from these local examples.

Key features that we are interested in: 
Arched entrances, expressive roof-scapes, brick 
details, proportions, expressed window 
openings.
This is the period in which most buildings 
directly around our site were built.

1896 - 1912 1912 - 1938 1928 - 1961 - Today

• The historic core of the 
settlement in Harrow is Harrow-
on-the-Hill: It has been inhabited 
since Celtic times and through 
the Roman period as well.

• With the arrival of the train line in 
Harrow in the 1880s and early 
1900s, commuter settlements 
were built around the new train 
stations.

• Most buildings directly around 
our site were built in the period 
between 1900 and 1912. They 
have a very distinct and similar 
character.

• The majority of housing in Harrow 
was built between the wars, 
around the 1920s.

At previous meetings, you have asked us to have a closer look at the area around our site and to take time to understand the architectural character of 
this area and its buildings, in order to develop design proposals that relate well to them. This board summarises our research into how West Harrow has 
grown over time, what these different areas look like and what makes them special. 
If there are specific buildings in the area you think we should look at, please let us know.

Historic facts
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Your main points of feedback, as a community
And what we, as a design team, are doing about them

Main Concerns re. initial proposals
• Loss of car parking space: there is already a great deal of pressure on Vaughan Road 

and nearby streets. Residents are not always able to park, while their visitors, as well 
as members of the Spiritualist Church and Synagogue, rely on the car park. It is also 
used by businesses making deliveries to local residents. Response: We are exploring 
ways to provide more parking space in the area around the site, to help replace 
spaces lost. The Council is holding a community meeting on Wednesday 21 
September to look at wider strategies and solutions to parking challenges in the 
immediate area. See Board 9.

• Increased pressure on ability to park: even if the development is officially ‘car-free’, 
won’t new residents have cars anyway, and then try to fit these into existing streets? 
Response: We are exploring options to accommodate more cars on the site, in 
contradiction of planning policy. The Council is organising a community meeting on 
Wednesday 21 September to help look at strategies and solutions to parking 
challenges. See Board 9. 

• Increased pressure on local facilities/infrastructure: concern re. the numbers of flats 
being built locally and pressure on schools, GPs etc. Is there a strategy in place to 
manage this? Response: This is not something that the design team has influence 
over. However, the Council’s wider Regen strategy takes these factors into account 
and will not only be delivering new housing, but also additional schools, workspace 
and services to local residents. See Board 2

• Height of buildings: Vaughan Road and the immediate area. are low-rise. Will the 
development overshadow or loom over existing homes, or interfere with views of the 
Hill? Response: The site is at the edge of residential west Harrow, with the taller 
buildings of central Harrow immediately beyond the road and railway. We need to 
provide a certain number of homes for development to be viable. We have therefore 
concentrated height to the site’s rear NW corner, making that link with the town 
centre, while keeping the lower elements adjacent to existing homes and the 
street, and views of the Hill open. Putting height there also creates a buffer against 
road and railway noise, making courtyard  space more pleasant. See Board 8.

• Safety and security: Drug-dealing, drinking, loitering and anti-social behaviour occur 
in the area of the site and underpass. Will any new ‘public’ space or courtyards, 
however well-intentioned, make these matters worse? Response: We are considering 
this carefully in developing designs for the landscaping around the site, and for the 
relationship to the underpass. See Board 7 for our current approach to 
landscaping.

Other issues that are important to you
• Architectural character: Any development should feel as though it is part of west 

Harrow, with a relationship to the existing architecture and community, and not 
something that could have just been ‘plonked’ down anywhere. Response: As we 
move towards detailed design, we are thinking about this very carefully. Initial 
research into the area’s character is shown on Board 3. We are keen to discuss the 
nature of that character in terms of materials, style etc. Today’s bike ride is one way 
that we are thinking about that question.

• Greenery and biodiversity: the local area is very ‘green’, with many street trees and 
beautifully planted gardens. With the loss of planted buffer between car park and 
underpass, you would like to see attractive, interesting green space and planting 
around the development that brings benefits to both humans and other species. 
Response: As we move into the detailed design stage we will be considering this 
carefully. See Board 7 for our current approach. At the moment we have reduced 
green space somewhat to make space for parking.

• Public transport connections: could these be improved? For example, could a bus 
stop be located closer to the Vaughan Rd/ Bessborough Road junction. Response: 
The Council is starting to look at possible strategies and solutions to transport 
issues in the area. These will be discussed at the meeting on 21 September.

• Tenure and management of new development: there is some praise for the fact that 
the Council is retaining this land and undertaking its own development to meet 
housing need, but scepticism about how well thought-through and managed this 
would be. People are keen to know more about the development model, and the 
tenure and likely residents of any new homes, as well as arrangements for 
management and maintenance. Response: See Board 8 for initial information on 
this, which we will continue to add to and update.

Praise re. initial proposals
• Opportunity to improve availability of community space for hire/use locally on 

ground floor. There is a real lack of places for people to meet, and to organise 
community activity. See Boards 11 & 12 for progress on this.

• Opportunity to provide space to support local entrepreneurship and creativity: there 
is a lot of energy and many people with ideas in the area, and a need to give young 
people opportunities to develop skills and enterprise. See Boards 11 & 12 for 
progress on this.

• Proposals to improve pedestrian and cyclist experience and safety in underpass 
and at Vaughan Rd junction. See Board 7 for progress on this.

• Initial ideas re landscaping and courtyards: See Board 7 for progress on this.

Since starting work this Spring, we have done the following to help us shape 
initial concept designs:

1. Studied findings from the initial Council consultation (November 2015) with residents in the site’s 
immediate vicinity, which asked people about the development in principle, and about possibilities 
for the ground floor.

2. Initial ‘learning from’ conversations with local groups, networks and facilities - to gain initial 
understanding of how people use the car park, and their concerns, hopes and ideas for the local 
area. Please let us know if your group has not spoken with us and would like to talk about the 
project in more detail.

3. Public meeting (12 July) at the Arc 
House to introduce the project, 
meet local people, answer any 
questions, and document hopes and 
concerns to inform the initial design 
process. 

4. Drop-in design consultation event 
(16 July), on the car park to 
introduce the project and learn from 
local people. We also showed our 
initial ideas for a design approach to 
the site and asked for feedback.

5. Workshop at Harrow Spiritualist 
Church (28 July) to help develop a 
Community Vision and Priorities for 
the ground floor of any new 
development. (See Boards 11 and 
12.)

How are we involving and listening to local people?
• As a design team, we are drawing up proposals in close conversation with local people, in 

response to Harrow Council’s desire that to develop a scheme that sits well within the local 
area and that gives something back to the community -  through active useful space on the 
ground floor and improvements to the underpass and public space around the site.

• We are doing this through a series of drop-ins, meetings and workshops, all of which are 
additional to the statutory planning consultation (i.e. that required by law), that will occur once 
we submit a planning application to the local authority. That is the point at which it will be 
decided whether the development goes ahead. Our job until then is to work to develop the 
best possible proposals in the eyes of both the local community and the Council.

• Community opinion is one factor influencing proposals. Others include, (i) the need to comply 
to planning policy - the rules for what can happen on the site (ii) the design brief (see Board 1) 
and (iii) the need for the scheme to be economically viable. We are committed to an 
accountable process: to explaining how and why design decisions are taken, and to providing 
feedback on how community opinion has influenced the design, as well as on where this has 
not been possible, and the reasons why.
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Initial ideas and intentions

Sketch design

Developed design

These boards give you an overview on how we have developed our design since the first meeting on 12 July 2016 and shows how we have adapted the 
design in response to what we have been told by you and the planning team.

These are the drawings the design team made before the consultation started. They were 
intended to start the conversation with the client, the project team and the residents about 
how this scheme might be developed successfully. 

ground floor layout

ground floor layout

typical floor layout

typical floor layout

Our initial intentions:

• Block noise from busy highway
• Resolve difficult crossing into 

Vaughan road 
• Include no-man’s-land between the 

fences and under the stairs & widen 
the footpath

• Improve narrow and steep stairs
• Improve underpass
• Keep safety distance to noisy railway
• Respect existing view from 

neighbouring houses
• Continue line of existing front- and 

back gardens

Key changes:
• Apartment on ground floor moved away 

from Vaughan Road
• Size of bin-stores, bicycle parking and plant 

rooms is adjusted with specialists
• Position of northern staircase is shifted

• PRS and affordable apartments in the 
scheme

• 3 disabled car parking spaces in the 
backyard

• Community workshop took place to explore 
opportunities on ground floor

perspective view 
onto the site

perspective view 
onto the site

perspective view 
onto the site

vision of the public courtyard

Key facts:
• All of our initial intentions have been 

achieved
• 3 courtyards as answer to their 

surroundings
• 2 apartments on ground floor

• 2 paces on ground floor that offer 
opportunities for the community

• Shared lobby with two staircases
• Only PRS apartments
• All apartments dual aspect
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Typical floor plan

Ground floor plan, 1:200

View down Vaughan Road towards the site

View down Bessborough Road towards the site

View of central courtyard and widened stairs

Early massing studies

3 disabled car 
parking bays on site

landscaped area

no north facing 
balconies along the 
railway which is also 
considered a risk for 
Network Rail

all living rooms are 
double aspect which 
gives the opportunity 
for cross ventilation

deep and robust 
exterior wall with 
good insulation 
reducing energy use

robust and good 
sound insulating 
walls between 
apartments

natural light in 
lobby creating more 
pleasant spaces and 
reducing energy use

apartments have 
inset balconies 
creating exterior 
rooms as private 
outdoor space

living rooms have 
large windows 
improving passive 
surveillance over 
adjacent streets

community/
workshop space 
accessed from 
central courtyard

staircase to 
pedestrian bridge 
widened and with 
more gentle slope 
makes a more 
comfortable route 

improved lighting 
to underpass and 
improved surfaces to 
improve appearance 
and safety

paved central 
courtyard with 
opportunity for 
further landscaping

community/
workspace accessed 
from courtyard and 
from Vaughan Road

improved pedestrian 
and cyclist safety with 
new pedestrian island 
and no left turn for 
cars off Bessborough 
Road

vehicle access to 
neighbouring garden 
maintained

green hedge along 
fence line to provide 
green outlook

green ‘defensible 
space’ to ground floor 
apartments 

clump of multi 
stemmed trees to 
pavement edge which 
are set in a grassed or 
landscaped area

vehicle access to 
disabled parking bays 

additional on street 
parking within 
existing CPZ with the 
possibility for car club 
cars

natural light in 
lobby creating more 
pleasant spaces and 
reducing energy use

On the following boards, we set out our current concept design proposals. At the moment we are very focused on getting the overarching principles of 
the design right; in later stages we will move on to thinking in detail about the character of the building. You told us previously that you wanted more 
information about the possible height of any building, and asked us to explain what impact this would have on the existing surroundings as well as on the 
new residents. You also asked about what kind and how many homes we would provide on the site, and who those new residents might be. 
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More generous public space next to the flyover 
with opportunity for planting serves as further 
buffer.

How high is the building likely to be and why? How high is that compared to its surroundings?

How much impact would it have on protected views?

To reach Harrows housing target, and for the scheme to be viable, we need to build between 25 and 
35 new apartments. At the moment we are working with a building that has ca. 4 storeys towards the 
terraces of Vaughan Road and ca. 7 storeys towards the railway.

The proposed building would mediate in height between the much higher and denser Harrow town 
centre and the more residential quarter of West Harrow. The 4 storeys of the building facing the 
corner of Bessborough Road and Vaughan Road mirror the height of the buildings opposite on 
Bessborough Road. The 7 storey tower is shifted towards the railway and mediates between the 4 
storey building in the front, the 10 storey Morrisons opposite and the 6-8 storey buildings in the town 
centre.

As part of our study into possible height, we have explored possible impact on the three protected views in the area: Harrow 
Recreation Ground, Old Redding and the Proposed Country Farm at Wood Park.
Having consulted with the planners, we feel confident that the current proposed massing will not have any negative impact on 
the protected views.

What about the noise from 
the railway and fly-over?
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1. What is a PRS development?
PRS stands for Purpose Built to Rent and refers to housing projects where all the 
flats are built for rent, not sale.

2. Which type of people are most likely to rent a PRS property?
Numerous PRS schemes have shown that the most common group of people to 
rent a PRS flat are young professionals – often key workers – between the age 
of 25 and 35. While saving up to buy their first property, they are looking for a 
comfortable and affordable place to stay for a secure length of tenure. However, 
PRS is also attractive for older people who are looking to downsize after their 
children have moved out or for students sharing a flat.  Responding to demand, 
most PRS properties offered for rent on the market are 1 and 2 bedroom flats. 

3. How many of the new tenants will own a car?
The data available about car ownership from PRS providers confirm, that the 
uptake of car parking spaces in PRS is much lower than in developments of flats 
built for sale. This is in line with what we found when analysing the latest Census 
data on car ownership in West Harrow: While 75% of all households in the ward 
own a car, only about 40% of those living in smaller rented flats (up to 3 bedrooms) 
do have a vehicle.

4. What makes PRS unique compared to housing built for sale?
As most people living in PRS developments do not own cars, PRS schemes are 
mostly built in locations with local transport connections within walkable distance. 
PRS providers offer secure tenancies for several years and often include concierge 
facilities, shared workspace or communal roof terraces that help tenants to get to 
know their neighbours. Generally, PRS providers are interested in happy tenants 
who’d like to stay on – those who feel part of a community tend to stay! 

As PRS investors are looking for income over long periods of time, the life-cycle 
of the building materials used plays a much greater role to them than in built for 
sale developments. Finishes need to be high quality, robust and designed to last. 
In PRS developments, an emphasis is also placed on good maintenance of the 
communal services and spaces over time to keep existing tenants content. 

What kind of homes will it be? Current tenure and unit mix

We are exploring to 
have a mix of PRS 
(blue) and part 
affordable apartments 
(yellow and red) in the 
scheme. Currently we 
are exploring the exact 
ratios of the two 
tenures.

The PRS units would 
be in the southern part 
of the building facing 
Vaughan road and the 
affordable units would 
be in the northern part 
of the building. Both 
tenures will share a 
common lobby on the 
ground floor but will 
have different 
staircases accessing 
their apartments.

The PRS part will be 
mainly 1 and 2 bed 
apartments. The 
affordable part will 
offer some larger 
apartments, suitable 
for families, as well as 
wheelchair accessible 
flats.

The current massing, with the height at the back, 
shelters Vaughan Road from the traffic noise of 
Bessborough road and the flyover.
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How many cars would fit into the back garden?

Which options have we explored so far?

What is currently being done?

• CPZ V in Vaughan Road applies Monday-
Saturday 10-11am and 2-3pm

• The nearby Town Centre zone applies Monday-
Saturday 8.30am to 6.30pm

• Double yellow lines and no loading at any time in 
Bessborough Road

• Research also shows that while 75% of all 
households in West Harrow own a car, only 40% 
of those living in rented flats have a vehicle

• Both ends of Vaughan Road have a CPZ, the 

middle doesn’t

• A parking survey of Vaughan Road Car Park, 
commissioned by Harrow Council in 2015, 
showed an occupancy rate of approx. 30% 
during the week and of 15% during weekends

• Due to the proximity of the site to Harrow-on-
the-Hill station, the site has a very high PTAL 
rating of 6a (PTAL = Public Transport Access 
Level) (PTAL ratings are from 0 to 6b).

•  In this PTAL the London Plan prescribes a car 
free scheme

Please join us on Sept 
21st for a community 
meeting dedicated to 
transport and parking!

We have done a tracking study to 
understand how many car parking 
spaces would fit into the back garden 
of the proposed building while 
maintaining vehicle access to the 
neighbour’s garden and an access 
route to the proposed building.
The study shows that the 3 required 
disabled parking spaces would fit well 
into the space and leave enough 
room to park a car without too much 
effort.
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3 disabled spaces on Vaughan Road & in street 
parking within the same CPZ

Parking garage in the basement & in street 
parking within the same CPZ

Facts about parking in Harrow

3 disabled spaces in the backyard & in street 
parking within the same CPZ

• Maximum green spaces around the building

• On street disabled car parking is not policy compliant

• Back garden could contain green again
• 3 disabled parking spaces and 13 additional parking spaces

• London Plan prescribes car free scheme
• Underground parking most likely too expensive
• Longer construction period
• Basement construction could influence the railway due to 

ground movement affecting the track

• Off-Street Disabled parking is policy compliant
• Front garden on Vaughan Road maintained
• Vehicle access to neighbour’s garden maintained

• Back garden will be paved with reduced landscaping

When: Wednesday 21 Sept 2016, 
    6.30 for 7pm

Where: The Arc House, Lowlands Road,
next to Harrow-on-the-Hill station

• We are testing the viability of a parking garage: How much extra cost would 
arise? Would the scheme still be viable?

• We are exploring more options to provide extra parking on the ground floor

• Further parking surveys have been commissioned to survey the current 
parking situation of both the car park and Vaughan Road itself. They will take 
place in the next weeks.

• We have organised a community meeting on Sept 21st where we can discuss 
all of our findings in more detail to give this important concern the space and 
time it requires.

You have asked us in previous meetings to do more research regarding parking in the area around the site and to show how we intend to deal with 
these issues. This board sets out what we have already explored and what we are exploring at the moment from a design point of view.

CPZs in and around Vaughan Road
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Qualities we want to achieve in our new 
building:

• A base indicated by expressive 
openings

• Tall ground floor for security and privacy 
of houses above

• Generous windows and balconies
• The building is sculpted, giving a legible 

head
• It has a hierarchy of windows big and 

small
• It is both regular and irregular
• It is proud of its height and does not 

disguise it
• Giving the building a recognizable 

domestic look
• Include plenty of greenery
• Ground floor spaces which have a 

positive, friendly relationship to the 
immediate public realm 

• A building that architecturally looks as 
though it ‘belongs’ to west Harrow

Corner buildings Arched openingsHills and slopes Bigger buildings

What else are we looking at?

Having carried out general research into the history and architecture of West Harrow, we are now exploring some specific themes in more depth. We 
have also identified specific streets and buildings to study in more detail in order to build our understanding of architecture from the same time or within 
a similar context. Here is what we’re looking at: 

Our building sits on a very prominent corner, 
marking the change from the very busy fly-over 
and town centre into the quiet residential area of 
West Harrow. Studying the corner buildings in 
the area, we found that most of them are a bit 
higher and more confident than the buildings 
behind them.
Currently we are studying how we can make our 
building stand on its corner with the same 
confidence.

Our site has a lot of level changes around it - 
from the fly-over to Vaughan road and then down 
to the underpass. Looking at other sloping corner 
buildings in Harrow-on-the-Hill and around the 
historic train stations like Rayners Lane, we are 
studying how they negotiate this change in 
heights in the façades and heights and the way 
they address the city around them.

Many buildings in West Harrow, especially close 
to our site, have very beautiful arched openings. 
Currently we are collecting good examples that 
we can use to design the facade of our ground 
floor. We believe that especially the two 
community spaces would benefit from 
celebrating the local architecture.

We are also looking at good examples of bigger 
buildings in Harrow. We like the ones that 
manage to maintain a level of detail and richness 
despite their larger volume and are studyingw the 
way they structure the larger surface of their 
façades and how these volumes are shaped.

This is just a part of our research that has 
evolved more so far. Other things we are looking 
at include:
• Silhouettes and roof shapes
• Windows and doors
• Colours, ornaments and patterns in the area
• Brick colours and sizes
• Front gardens and thresholds
• Public spaces, squares, open spaces

Opportunity for 
landscaping and solar 
power on the roof

Shared courtyards 
between residents 
and ground 
floor spaces to 
strengthen sense 
of community

Opportunity for an 
expressive roof-scape 
in keeping with local 
architecture

Green front garden 
with trees

As much on street 
parking as possible

No left turn into 
Vaughan Road 
to improve 
pedestrian and 
cycling safety 

Marking the corner with 
confidence and negotiating 
the difference in height and 
atmosphere between its 
different facades convincingly.

Inset balconies 
as external 
rooms offer 
opportunities for 
planting

Arched openings 
to the community 
spaces on the ground 
floor inspired by local 
precedents

Breaking down 
the massing and  
adding a richness 
of detail to turn the 
big building into 
a ‘fine house’ in 
Harrow.

Designing the 
building without 
a back-of-house 
but rather with one 
beautiful facade 
that is wrapped 
around the entire 
volume

Ideas we are exploring right now

Studies that inform these explorations:
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What community-focused spaces are there already locally? What else is there? Please add more.
In programming the ground floor, we don’t want to duplicate, or accidentally compete with, other faclities. We DO want to meet lacks, and to 
explore ways of building on existing activities, skills and knowledge. Perhaps there is a local service provider, entrepreneur or group who might 
want to take on the space?

Initial community suggestions 
re desirable activity
• Indoor bouledrome, replacing one lost 

elsewhere in the borough.

• Workshops for craftspeople with 
‘creative village green’ type space.

• Coffee shop

• Community public house

• Small independent shops

• Children’s play area

• Multi-purpose community venue/hall

• Daycare/childcare facility

• After school club

• Youth activity space/club/service, 11+

• Day centre for vulnerable residents

• Health centre

• Skate park

• Café employing people with learning 
disabilities

• Youth enterprise training and learning 
centre

• Park or community garden

• Dog park

An important aspect of the project brief is the aim to use ground floor spaces, not suitable for flats, to offer benefit to the local community. Initial 
consultation asked for views on what might be appropriate. The Council has now started to explore options, and the design team facilitated a community 
workshop on 28 July to start to draw up a Community Vision and a set of Community Priorities for ground floor uses. The following two boards set out 
some useful background, share ideas proposed so far, and ask for your opinion.

A. Thinking about what’s needed.

nursery schools

schools

independent coffee shops

places of worship w. meeting space

other community meeting space

art gallery/studio

resource centre for those with 
particular needs
bouledrome (petanque)

youth enterprise space

Miriam’s Munchies

Arc House

Arc House Cafe

Cinnamon Sandwich Bar

Harrow Spiritualist Church

Mosaic Synagogue

St Peter’s Church

Harrow Women’s Centre

Harrow School

St Anselm’s Primary School

SPEAR
West Harrow Park Cafe

Whitmore School

Vaughan Neighbourhood Resource Centre

Usurp Gallery

Vaughan Primary School

Bru
Ancona Cafe

Harrow Baptist Church

Randall’s Coffee House

St John’s Church

Victoria Hall

Alphabets Nursery

Norbury School

Quainton Hall School

Acorn Montessori

Old Lyonians (closing)

B. Thinking about what’s possible.
It’s important to know what the local community would LIKE to see in the space.

Then the following questions also need to be considered: 
(a) what kind of activity would work/fit in the space?
(b) what kind of group, facility or service provider would be interested in taking on the space?
(c) what is economically viable in the space? Given cuts to funding, the era of Councils being 
able to fund and run big community centres is no longer with us.  We need to think realistically 
and pragmatically about what is possible. While ground-floor uses do not necessarily need to 
generate income for the Council, they are likely to need to be self-sufficient and cost-neutral.

What kind of activity might work in the spaces below?

What kind of activity would not work on this site?

Research has shown that the following uses would be unlikely to succeed on 
the site and/or that those who specialize in or run such uses would be 
unlikely to see the site as suitable:

1. Retail of any significant scale or activity
Lack of possibility of a loading bay or obvious area for deliveries and 
pick-ups would make this site unsuitable for any kind of significant retail 
premises. Economic consultants also identify that the site is well away 
from any other established retail area, with provision on the site only 
likely to serve immediate local needs, rather than act as a destination. 
However, there are already established newsagents, mini- and 
supermarkets locally.

2. Professionally managed start-up workspace
Economic consultants conclude that there is not enough floor area 
offered to make the attractive to professional providers of this kind of 
managed workspace, such as Regus or Enterprise For London. However, 
this does not stop the Council  itself - or an appropriate partner - 
creating and managing some kind of workspace, studio space or 
workshop space that might incubate new businesses or support small 
existing local ones.

3. Restaurant or takeaway serving meals 
It is not possible to incorporate the necessary pipes and cables into the 
site to accommodate the scale of kitchen vent that any outlet cooking or 
serving significant amounts of hot food and/or takeaway meals would 
require However, a café or similar serving hot and cold drinks and light 
meals could be accommodated.

4. GP surgery/ health centre / day care or respite centre for those 
with disabilities or special needs
Would be likely to require more substantial car parking provision than is 
possible on the site to cater for unwell patients who have mobility issues.

90 m2

968 ft2

74 m2

796 ft2

Courtyard is shared with 
residents: Respectful 
spill-out possible.

Possible location 
for windows:

Possible location 
for entrances:
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On 28 July some community members considered the material on Board 11 and started work with us on drawing up a clearer brief for ground floor activity. 
We want to bring more voices into the process. Please consider the information below - a condensed version of activity undertaken - and give us your 
thoughts on the feedback form. Do let us know if you would like to attend other workshops focused on this aspect of the scheme.

On 28 July we also explored some possible uses in more detail, discussing the pros and cons, opportunities and challenges of community suggestions that 
are theoretically possible. Please consider these yourself, bearing in mind the information on Board 11. Which of these would you, realistically, most like to 
see happen on the site? What thoughts do you have about how we might help make that happen? NB. It’s possible that more than one use might be 
combined. We’ve shared the thoughts of the workshop participants with you. NB. Info in each box varies as there was not time to discuss all of the 
possibilities in depth, so we focused on those of immediate interest to participants.

C. Community Priorities and Aspirations for the Ground Floor

As set out on Board 11, we may need to be flexible about what 
happens on the ground floor.  e.g. community members may 
decide that they want a cafe, but if we can’t find someone to 
open one, we’ll need to be open to other uses. 

We are therefore drawing up a list of overarching community 
priorities to guide the programming and design of that space: 
principles against which any possible use or occupier could 
be tested. We can thenaim to ensure that decisions about the 
ground floor are guided by those priorities. 

Please look at the list to the right, all of which have been 
suggested by community members, and tell us on the 
feedback form which principles are most important to you.

“Whatever happens or moves into the ground 
floor, it needs to…”
1. Be attractive and in keeping with the local area: it needs to 
feel specific to west Harrow, in terms of both architecture and 
community.

2. Use existing expertise/resources e.g. Harrow Arts Centre, 
Usurp Gallery, local artists, musicians etc.

3. Encourage local creative enterprise (e.g. arts, music, 
theatre).

4. Be run by and for local people.

5. Be as useful as possible to the local community in terms of 
facilities for different activities: dance, performance, serving 
food etc. (While understanding that someone needs to look 
after these.)

6. Bring together communities old and new.

7. Feel friendly, open and welcoming to passers-by. 

8. Feel integrated into the immediate public space.

9. Be realistic about the possibility of misuse and anti-social 
behaviour.

10. Keep light and sound pollution to a minimum.

11.  Be a ‘green’ space that promotes environmental diversity.

12. Take into account parking issues in the local area: not 
cause more problems for parking and access.
13. Think carefully about how people are going to access it: 
on foot, by bike, by car or via good public transport.

14. Be sustainable with realistic expectations about future 
use, and ongoing management and maintenance.

15. Be flexible and adaptable in case situations change.

What else is important?

D. Possible uses for the ground floor based on community reflection

1. START-UP SPACE FOR SMALL 
BUSINESSES

ü Lack of this in Harrow
ü "Likely to be cost neutral or profitable”
ü “UK Government promotes start-ups 
          quite heavily - funding opportunities?”
ü “Unlikely to be noisy”
ü “Likely to be accepted by locals.”

5. SMALL INDEPENDENT SHOPS
ü “Opportunity to host stalls for occasional 
        markets etc.”
ü "Might be perfect for a niche/specialist 
        shop.”
X “Lack of parking.”
? “How easy to deliver goods to shops?”
? “Would vendors be attracted to this site - 
        quite out of the way”

6. WORKSHOPS FOR CREATIVES & 
CRAFTSPEOPLE

ü Very popular at the workshop 
ü “Lack of these in area.”
ü "Local artistic community exists.”
ü “Opportunities for window display.”
? “How easy to find consistent occupiers?”
X “Could be noisy.”

7. COMMUNITY PHARMACY
ü “Lack of this in area - and needed.”
ü "Could be combined with other retail 
  facilities.”
? “Would receiving deliveries be tricky?”
X “Lack of good public transport links & 
        parking.”

8. YOUTH CENTRE OR CLUB

NOT DISCUSSED IN DETAIL AT WORKSHOP.

IT WAS SUGGESTED THAT THIS COULD BE 
COMBINED WITH 

3: COMMUNITY MEETING SPACE

9. CAFE EMPLOYING PEOPLE WITH 
LEARNING DISABILITIES

Similar to the Red Brick Cafe at Harrow 
Healthy Living Centre?

NOT DISCUSSED IN DETAIL AT WORKSHOP.

10. CHILD DAYCARE FACILITY

NOT DISCUSSED IN DETAIL AT WORKSHOP.

11. AFTER SCHOOL CLUB

NOT DISCUSSED IN DETAIL AT WORKSHOP.

12. COMMUNITY PUB
A pub owned and run by the local 

community,as a community asset (funding 
from the Uk Government’s Community Pub 

Business Support programme.

NOT DISCUSSED IN DETAIL AT WORKSHOP.

? Would receiving deliveries be tricky?

13. INDOOR BOULEDROME
A place for playing boules/petanque indoors.

ü Lack of similar in the borough, especially 
      now Old Lyonians Bowls Club closing.

NOT DISCUSSED IN DETAIL AT WORKSHOP.

15.  DAY CENTRE FOR ELDERLY

NOT DISCUSSED IN DETAIL AT WORKSHOP.

IT WAS SUGGESTED THAT ACTIVITIES FOR 
THE ELDERLY COULD BE COMBINED WITH 

3: COMMUNITY MEETING SPACE

OTHER?

14. DAY CARE FOR VULNERABLE 
RESIDENTS

NOT DISCUSSED IN DETAIL AT WORKSHOP.

? Would better drop-offs and parking be 
      necessary?

2. INDEPENDENT COFFEE OR TEA 
SHOP

ü Very popular at the workshop
ü “Great to have somewhere to go locally 
         in the evening or before services.”
? “How easy would it be to get supplies to 
         the shop?”

3. COMMUNITY MEETING SPACE 
(MULTI-PURPOSE)

ü Very popular at the workshop
ü “Little competition locally.”
ü “Meets local needs.”
? “Management, cleaning, supervision etc”
X “Noise of people coming & going.”
X “Lack of good public transport links.”

4. LOCAL ARTS CENTRE
ü Very popular at the workshop
ü “Nothing of that kind in west Harrow.”
ü “Lots of arty, creative people in area.”
ü “Could be set up as a Community Arts 
          Trust.”
ü “Opportunities for window display.”
X “Small size - hard to stage theatre etc.”


